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Rock Crushing Plant
Overview of Rock Crushing Plant:
Rock Crushing Plant mainly consists of vibrating feeder, jaw crusher, impact crusher,
vibrating screen, belt conveyor, electronic control equipment, etc.Our stone
production line is suitable for artificial sand making or processing hard limestone,
granite, basalt, cobble and other aggregates.It is applicable to power industry,
building materials processing, road building, and construction industry and other
fields.Its output is generally 50-500 t/h.The stone production line can be fitted with
dust removal plant to meet your different processing requirements.Your special
requirements can be satisfied.
Basic Flow of Rock Crushing Plant:
Big stones are evenly sent into jaw crusher by vibrating feeder, for coarse crushing.
The coarsely crushed materials are sent to the impact crusher for further crushing.
Then, the materials are transmitted to the vibrating screen through belt conveyor
and classified according to their different sizes.The qualified stones are sent to the
stockpile by belt conveyor. Those unqualified stones are sent back to the impact
crusher by belt conveyor and crushed again.Dust removal plant can be assembled to
the crushing machine to protect the environment.
Performances of Rock Crushing Plant:
1. This Rock Crushing Plant is of high automation. Except the startup, shutdown and
routing maintenance, the equipment can perform its duties automatically. Our stone
production line has the features of high productivity, low operating cost, and high
efficiency, etc. The crushed stones are of equal size and good shape.
2. Configuration of our Rock Crushing Plant is in accordance with customers'
requirements on specifications, productivity and applications of stones.
3. We can provide a complete set of sale service and arrange the work flow according
to your work site.
4. Due to reasonable matching of crushing machines and compact spatial
arrangement, our crushing and screening plant has the features of small floor space
and high economic efficiency. The crushed stones are of high quality, and the output
rate of stone powder is low.
5. Meanwhile, our Rock Crushing Plant is equipped with electronic control system
which ensures smooth discharging, reliable performance, high efficiency and energy
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